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Tv stars hairstyles

Hairstyles are an important part of looking fashionable. Learn about different hairstyles and get hairstyle tips. Advertising Advertising Nothing says nostalgia that revisiting the homes of actors from some of the 90s biggest TV shows, including The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air, ER, and
FriendsOctober 31, 2016I 90s, we still watched TV on, well, TV. Every week, the biggest stars of our favorite shows would appear in our living rooms – and they started to feel like guests in our homes. Before he was a Hollywood A-lister, Will Smith starred in The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air, a
fish-out-of-water comedy about a West Philadelphia boy who lives with his wealthy California relatives, while ER gave America a dramatic look into a busy city hospital and the doctors and nurses who ran it, including Julianna Margulies. Over the years, Architectural Digest has been invited
into the homes of these stars and more, and here we enter the residences of some of the 90s biggest stars, including the Beverly Hills pad of Friends star Jennifer Aniston, the Manhattan apartment of Spin City's Michael J. Fox, the opulent Bel Air residence of Frasiers Kelsey Grammer, and
the New York loft of My So-Called Life Actress Claire Danes.Explorecelebrity styleCelebrity HomesJennifer Anistonwill smith Keep up with the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! The long hair: You don't want to say goodbye to your beautiful lengths, but really want to
change things up a little in some way. Especially when the party season hits, the temptation to overhaul your appearance becomes real. But if you are not keen to do something too drastic (no bobs here, thanks!), we have many ideas for a gentle update. From adding stripes of bold color to
pumping up curls, intricate braids and updos, consider this your ultimate take me to the hairdresser's guide to renewing your long locks sans scissors. Below you will find a whole host of long hairstyles to add to your repertoire now. Imaxtree Big Buns Big, intricate buns require long hair for
everything like twisting, weaving and curvy. Getty Images Kirby Decor Use kirby grip to your advantage by making a statement hair accessory out of baby-hair tamers. Imaxtree Velvet Ribbon Invest in velvet ribbon this season - it will be your go-to hair accessory throughout the festive
season. Imaxtree Bow Pony We told you, this beautiful take on a relaxed ponytail is the perfect five minute solution for long hair. Imaxtree Half-Up Crimp Time to Break Out Crimper! This is a great way to show off your lengths without feeling boring. Imaxtree Full Crimp Yep, crimper gets
lots of action this season- just look here for proof. Keep an all-over shrink feeling fresh by slicking it back. Imaxtree Pony Braids Keep the lengths poker straight for a seriously cool contrast between pony and scalp braids. Elegant Loop Elegant, glossy and perfect for those days when you
just can't meet a full wash and blow-dry. Getty Images Curly Pony Give a curly pony a glam edge by adding a Gatsby-inspired sculpted front. Imaxtree Chic Bunches Bunches, but grown up. Getty Images Mermaid Waves Mermaid waves are not just for summer. Give them extra texture
using thickening spray for a glam party vibe. Imaxtree Chanel Hairnet This Chanel runway looks best with super-long locks, so grab a hairnet. Imaxtree Messy Bun You need volume to perform this look well, making it a great style for long, thick locks. Imaxtree Braids and Braids Maxing that
braid action. Imaxtree Short Fringe, Long Locks A short fringe packs even more impact when paired with poker-straight long tresses. Getty Images Pile It High If in doubt, pile it high. Imaxtree Party Space Buns Autumn's take on the summer's space bun trend. Imaxtree Wetlook Take a tip



from Hailey Baldwin and rock a slicked-back wet look for the festive season. Imaxtree Statement Streaks Not up for a cut? Try some statement color instead. We love these light pink stripes. Getty Images Beehive Blast your roots with voluminating powder, add a little comeback and finish
with a hairband. Opening image: Imaxtree Forget facelifts - the right hairstyle can actually make you look years younger! Our favorite trick is side-swept bangs, like those worn by Cameron Diaz. They're elegant, not a schoolgirl. The sweep covers your hairline and draws focus away from
any fine lines on your face, creating a soft, timeless look, says celebrity stylist Billy Lowe. Some women think they have to chop off their hair the moment they turn 40. But as 50-something Julia Roberts proves, longer styles can still be flattering. The key, lowe says, is to avoid sticking
straight hair around your face. Loose waves add softness and – bonus! -- help if you have a less perfect neck. If you want a gamine haircut, avoid styles that are too polished or stiff. Create some texture like Halle Berry does. Rub in shaping clay and pulling some pieces around your face to
draw attention away from some fine lines. Lowe says pixie cuts usually look best at women with small frames and delicate features. Victoria Beckham plays up her leg structure with an angled bob. This style really opens up your face and creates a trendy, fun mood. To get Victoria's look,
ask your stylist to angle the ends so they're further ahead - and don't forget the side-swept bangs! One thing to consider: You need a fixed jawline to pull this off. A head full of bouncy curls goes straight along with a youthful posture. 50-something Melissa Leo's layered curls draw attention
away from signs of aging on the face and neck. The trick of creating a lot of body uses two different sizes Iron. Then rake your fingers through the waves so they are loose, and spritz with hairspray hairspray Away. Diane Keaton's choppy layer is just the right length to frame her face. Her
style is basically a layered bob. The layers add texture and draw the eye towards her best features. When you before, unscrew the ends. Use a hairspray made for textured cuts to separate and hold the thick pieces. Very nice, straight hair looks best at shoulder length or even shorter. Cate
Blanchett's crop looks full and perky, thanks to her side-swept bangs and a slightly longer length in the back. Don't try to fake big hair by wearing a stiff, frozen style. It just makes you look older. Of course, one of the most powerful tricks to turn back time hair color - and we're not just talking
about covering up the grey. Jennifer Lopez looks radiant with caramel highlights. But don't overdo it, Lowe warns. Ask your stylist for five or ten foils around the hairline to light up your face. Dark hair color can age your face, says celebrity colorist Sharon Dorram. The best option is to go
about two shades brighter than your natural color and then add subtle highlights, as Jennifer Anniston does. But you also don't want your hair to be unnaturally pale, especially if you have olive skin. A modern up-do is youthful and stylish. Take a signal from Eva Longoria. Divide the hair on
the side, sweep the large part over the pan, and pull the ends back into a low bun. Do not pull your hair straight off the forehead in a tall, tight bun - which automatically adds at least a decade! Blunt bangs can give you a flattering look if you have striking eyes like Tyra Banks. And it can hide
forehead wrinkles. But if you have any puffiness or fine lines around your eyes, blunt bangs on the forehead line can call attention to them. They also tend to box in your face instead of opening it up. So make sure this style is right for you before you cut a lot of bangs. Bright, shiny hair looks
youthful, regardless of age. When you shampoo, give your scalp a massage to get your blood flowing and strengthen your roots. Nutrients that help grow longer, thicker hairs include green tea, biotin, B vitamins and vitamins A, C and E. Stock up by eating more whole grains, beans, carrots
and spinach. Sources: IMAGES PROVIDED BY: Tim Whitby/Getty Images Entertainment Kevin Winter/Getty Images Entertainment Jemal Countess/Getty Images Entertainment Von Holden/Wire Image Jason LaVeris/FilmMagic Steve Granitz/WireImage Don Arnold/WireImage Ray
Tamarra/FilmMagic Gregg DeGuire/FilmMagic Lester Cohen/WireImage Gregg DeGuire/FilmMagic Stockbyte REFERENCES: Billy Lowe, celebrity hairdresser; creator of 11 Essentials for Hair. All-new for 2012: 10 hairstyles that make you look 10 years younger. Redbook: Hair Tricks that
make you look 7 years younger. Good cleaning: Haircuts that take off 10 years. Prevention: 4 Haircuts that erase years. Sharon Dorram, celebrity colorist, Dorram Color, New York. Hsu, S. Journal of the American Academy of Dermatology, June 2005. Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics:
Getting Rich in Vitamin E. Experts help you recreate 10 swoon-worthy hairstyles from Instagram's best fitness enthusiasts Credit: Instagram If you can get past her enviable six-pack abs and miles-long legs, you may notice that Natalie Uhling always manages to make a classic ponytail look
super chic. To get it, first turn your head upside down. Use a paddle brush to brush hair smoothly to the top center of the head and fasten with an elastic band. Think ear-to-ear when you decide how high the base should be placed, says Stefanie Francois, a hairdresser at the Fekkai salon in
New York City. With your head back up, take an inch piece of hair from the back of the pony and wrap it around elastically, then secure with a bobby pin. Want more classic workout hairstyles? Check out these 15 cute hairstyles to rock at the gym. Advertising Ironically, the founder of Sweat
the Style usually turns into simple, sweat-proof (hair) styles. Her go-to is loose, tousled beach waves that look natural and structured. But before you can recreate the effortless look updo here, work on getting her tousled curls first. Use your fingers and some pumps with voluminous
mousse, scrunch the formula through damp hair from roots to tips to increase your natural texture, and then blow dry with a diffuser. Then you sweep your hair lightly into a high ponytail - the look is loose, so you don't have to be special - and then secure with a hairband, francois says.
Wrap the ends of the pony loosely around elastically, using bobby pins to keep each twist in place. And don't forget to release wisps: Flyaways actually enhance this look, francois says. Interwoven side braids are so much more badass when paired with a tripod. To steal Chelsey Korus',
divide the hair deep to the right and take a finger-width section of hair, starting in the forehead. Start to french braid (a quick how-to: divide the hair into three sections, weave the left piece over the center piece, then weave the right piece of what is now the centerpiece, and repeat), follow
the hairline all the way down and stop at the neck. Sweep the rest of your hair from the left side to meet the braid in the middle and weave it all together so that the last five inches of your hair are loose, francois says. Fasten with a hairband. To make it look loose and effortless, use your
fingers to gently tow the braids. Ad The coolest ponytail award goes to Anna Kaiser with this double-tied, fishtail braided beauty. Even better, it's not as complicated as it looks: Start with a high pony, then wrap a small part of your hair around the base to cover the elastic and fasten it with a
bobby pin. Take a third of the ponytail (center piece) and start to fishtail braid all the way down to says Sunnie Brook Jones, a celebrity stylist for Head &amp; Shoulders. (To achieve a fishtail, follow the instructions in tips for all types of braid). Leave a few inches of length of the tail, and then
secure with a clear elastic. To make the double knot, pull a one-inch piece of hair from the ponytail and wrap it around the braid at the halfway mark, she says. Party with a bobby pin. Take part of the hair near the tail of the braid and wrap it around to cover the elastic, holding it together with
a stick. Ballerina Katie Boren's hair play is always on point (pun intended), but we especially love the wet look in this half-up style. To create the just showered effect, consider your hair type. If your hair is fine, moisten with water and work through a volumizing foam or mousse in sections to
give it a surf texture, says Brook Jones. Medium types should comb a moisturizing cream or pomade through damp strands to give the hair that high shine effect. If you have coarse hair, you will generously apply a serum or oil to moist strands from roots to ends. Then pull half the hair loose
- don't spend too much time creating the bristly look - then wrap it in a bowl shape and fasten with an elastic. If you have a short face, place the knot high on top of your head to lengthen, she says. If you have a long face, place the knot further back on your head to add some balance. If you
want to frame your face, pull out some wisps from your bowl. (Oh, and don't miss the butt training a professional ballerina swears by!) The key to this elegant bowl is the shine – it looks as polished and pretty as these yogas – so start by working a silicone-based serum to dry hair, from roots
to tips. Then use a paddle brush to smooth your hair back into a low ponytail (it helps to do this in sections so you avoid bumps) and fasten it with an elastic band. Twist the ends of the ponytail and wrap it on itself, creating a tight cinnamon bun. Secure it with bobby pins. Find out why
@Nude_YogaGirl're the only Instagram account you need to follow right now. Advertising Advertising Massy Arias is rocking some gorgeous cornrows, which are pretty and convenient for the gym. To get them, start by dividing the hair into four sections (two 1.5-inch sections on both sides
of the head). Start braiding each piece, and add hair when you get down your neck. Be sure to pull the threads from the underside of the braid to create the inside out effect. Once you have braided all four sections, collect your loose ends in a tight ponytail and secure with an elastic. Like
the rest of Kathryn Budig's Instagram feed, this messy fishtail braid is fun and carefree. First, apply a texturizing spray to give the hair a little grit and volume. Then separate sections into two sections and cross them in an X shape. Take a small 1/4-inch hair - and cross one side over the
other, and pull the thinner strands to make the braid, says Brook Jones. Do the same on the other side, and continue repeating the movement until you reach the bottom of the fish tail, then fasten with a clear elastic. To make it look messy and structured, use your fingers to loosen the braid
by jerking on opposite sides. She's known for training some of the biggest celebrities in the world, but Lacey Stone's French twist braids are equally impressive. Start by dividing the top half of the head into three parts of your hair – one on the top and one on each side – so that the buttocks
are half loose. Separate part of the threads into three pieces, and start making your outer braid. The outer strands go under the middle string, says Brook Jones. Work down the top of your head, and add part of your hair as you walk, until you reach your neck. Fasten with an elastic, and let
the rest of the hair hang freely. Advertising It's true: Ashley Graham's boxer braids (as Brook Jones calls it) are kickass. Start with pigtails, separating the hair into two sections. If you have fine, smooth hair, use a texture spray or powder before you start, she says. If you have coarse,
straight hair that has trouble bending into a braid, use a braid paste to give it more flexibility. Make the same French braid movements as the previous slide until you reach the tail of your hair, then repeat on the other side. Fasten with an elastic, then head over to the best workout for a
knockout body. (Hey, taking a kickboxing class is a good excuse to show off your new hairstyle!) hairstyle!)
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